VC transitions have often been found to be better cues for the identification of deleted consonants than CV transitions. The lower score for CV transitions could very well be due to an interfering "click sensation" caused by the abrupt begining of these transitions. In the present investigation the abrubt onset was eliminated by replacing the deleted portions of the consonants with noise bursts; this also caused the incomvlcte syllables to sound more natural. The results show that the identification of deleted initial voiceless plosives is greatly improved by the addition of noise. The original difference between initial and final pIosive transitions disappears almost completely.
In a pilot test we found for Dutch, too, that final plosives from which portions had been removed were considerably better identified than initial ones. We could not help noticing however, that in spite of our strenuous efforts to avoid clicks, the abrupt start of the vowel often produced what we called a "click sensation"--the inevitable spectral consequence of short rise times.
We felt uncertain about the extent to which this might affect the perception of the mutilated stimuli: It might mask the onsets or offsets of the stimuli, or it might even cause a new plosive consonant to be perceived.
Meanwhile, a new article by Ohde and Sharf (1977) showed us the way to our new experiment: As can be seen in Table I This led us to hypothesize that cutting away the vowel preceding the final transition had introduced the same abrupt onset and its consequences at the beginning of that transition, thus canceling the advantage it held, according to Ohde and Sharf, over the initial transition. Conversely, we expected that if we could manage to cancel the "click sensation" at the beginning of the CV transition, identification of deleted initial consonants should improve to the identification level of the final consonants. Replacing the deleted consonant portions with noise seems to be a way of avoiding abrupt onsets, and of presenting more natural stimuli to subjects: The segmented syllables appear to emerge from or vanish into noise. The possibility must not be excluded that this effect might be akin to the findings about continuity (e.g., "phoneme restoration")by Warren and Warren (1970) 
B. Subjects
In each experiment ten male native speakers of Dutch took part as subjects; some, but not all, participated in both the initial-and the final-conson•ut experiments, but the same subjects were used for the same consonants both with and without noise. Subjects ranged from experienced listeners to completely inexperienced ones, but there were no clear systematic differences among The stimuli from the different conditions (segmentation points) were generated in a random order all in one session; this meant that (3 speakers)x (5 consonants) x (3 vowels) x (6 segments) = 270 stimuli were presented in experiments involving initial consonants, and (3 speakers) x (3 consonants) x (3 vowels) x (5 segments) = 135 in experiments involving final consonants.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The overall results are summarised in Fig. 3 Table I ).
Initial consonants show a different pattern; in Fig. 3(a) 
